
Find more time for 
the work you love

ChromeOS laptops and tablets are ready to go right out of the box, saving you 
up to 45 minutes per device.1  How many computers does your business use?

faster to deploy than other operating systems.163ChromeOS devices are
%

Leave IT to ChromeOS

5-minute read

less time spent on 
device management1

36%

ChromeOS devices boot up in 10 seconds or less 
so everyone can get to work faster, while AI-powered 
tools in Google Workspace can help you automate 
tasks like data entry and form processing.

What does this mean?

Technology should make running a business easier. But sometimes it feels like just 
another task eating up too much time and money. ChromeOS changes that, so you 
can spend less of your day on IT and more time on the tasks you enjoy.

1 IDC Business Value Paper, sponsored by Google, The Business Value of ChromeOS, doc #49920522, March 2023

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/idc_business_value_of_chrome_os_paper.pdf
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Leave IT to ChromeOS

5-minute read

lower cost per device 
over three years1

44%

With ChromeOS device management, 
Google support is there for you 24/7 to answer 
any questions that come up along the way.

What if I need help managing devices?

Get in touch to learn more 
about how ChromeOS can help 
you save time and money. 

ChromeOS laptops and tablets cost 65% less
than the devices they replace and provide cost savings, 
time efficiencies, and productivity gains worth $1,700 
per device over three years.1

Install ChromeOS Flex on your PCs and Macs
to make them run faster for longer, so you don’t have 
to invest in new hardware.

Share devices hassle-free by setting them to 
automatically wipe data and settings between sign ins. 
This allows your employees and customers to easily 
use the same laptop or tablet.

Manage everything from the Google Admin console, 
including all devices and the apps and extensions 
your employees can use. It’s also where you manage 
Google Workspace.

1  IDC Business Value Paper, sponsored by Google, The Business Value of ChromeOS, doc #49920522, March 2023
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